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ABSTRACT: Increase in digital technology will lead to the server resource allocation task to become more 
complex day by day. Server architecture checks the job requirement and allocate resources in form of virtual 
machines (VMs). Allocation of resources is done in such a way that it provides maximum utilization of CPU 
processing capacity with minimum energy. To execute jobs before their expiry time, system architecture 
needs to compute resource allocation more precisely. Recent work has shown that the distributed resource 
allocation gives better results as compared to centralized allocation schemes. Distributed allocation needs 
migration of tasks between different hosts. One of the main challenges in Distributed allocation is to predict 
best possible task scheduling with minimum scheduling time. This can be achieved using many ways out of 
which optimization is one of the methods. Proposed study includes optimization of resource allocation in 
distributed architecture using ant lion optimization technique to reduce optimization time for task 
scheduling. Evaluation of result with parameters like CPU and memory usage on benchmarked datasets 
shows significant difference with state of art methods. 

Keywords: Ant lion Optimization, Cloud Computing, Cloud Power Load Balancing, Distributed Cloud Resource 
Allocation, Elasticity, Live-Migration, Task Schedule Management, Resource Allocation. 

Abbreviations: VM, virtual machine, CPU, central processing unit, HA, Host Agent, GA, Global Agent, BFD, Best 
First Decreasing, CA, Centralized allocation approach, DA, Distributed allocation approach, UDA, Utility Distributed 
approach, OPT-DA, Optimized Distributed Allocation Approach. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Computing services like networking, databases, servers, 
storages, intelligence and analytics are provided over 
internet and this whole system is termed as cloud 
computing [1-4]. With the advancement in the 
technology, the demand of cloud computing has also 
increased exponentially. Companies like Google, 
Amazon and Microsoft provides these clouds to users 
for various applications as per the requirements. The 
resources allocated are remotely accessed in the form 
of virtual machines (VM). The specifications of VM 
varies user to user depending upon the requirements. 
These virtual machines are the evolved feature of 
virtualization of technology [5]. A large demand also 
increases the energy load at the data centers. This not 
only affects the cost but also increases the carbon 
emissions. According to the author [6], 8% of the total 
world’s power will be consumed by the year 2020. There 
are two architectures of cloud computing, one is 
centralized and other is distributed resource allocation 
[7]. The proposed model is based on distributed 
resource allocation. As the demand is increasing every 
day, so it is important that cloud computing should be 
fast and efficient. There are many models presented by 
various researchers for cloud computing architecture, 
but they were not effective enough to fasten the system 
and save the energy simultaneously. This study 

presents an optimized model of distributed resource 
allocation for cloud computing in distributed approach. 
One of the main advantages of this model over the 
previous models is “to get jobs scheduled in districted 
network with minimum computational time”. Our focus is 
to make the model fast and efficient in terms of power 
usage.  
This paper is organized as follows: 
Section II consists of previous related works. Section III 
consists of resource architecture allocations which is 
further divided into two parts, centralized and distributed 
resource allocation. Section IV consists of optimization 
structure of the system and fitness function for 
optimization network. Section V consists of results and 
discussions. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the previous decade, the field of cloud computing has 
evolved significantly. Many researchers have done 
some magnificent work in this field but still there is a 
need of improvement as the demand is still increasing 
day by day. This section briefly enlightens some 
previous works done in this field. Studies [3, 8, 9] 
proposed various algorithms for VM consolidations 
which were energy efficient. These works also kept the 
service level agreement violations in check. Wood et al., 
(2009) proposed that virtual machine consolidation 
process is nothing but an optimization problem [10].  
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Nurmi et al., (2009) presented a hierarchy of cloud 
computing frame work [11]. Farahnakian et al., (2014) 
discussed the problems caused due to multi agent 
allocation of resources. They categorized these 
problems into two categories. In the first category, 
system checks the status of the host agent, whether it is 
overloaded or not using RL (Reinforcement Learning) 
technique and second is the optimization that took place 
at VM level for migrations [12]. Farahnakian et al., 
(2014) have proposed a framework for the VM 
management for multi-agent systems. In the presented 
architecture the arrangement of the agents was done in 
three-levels, Global agents, clusters and local agents 
respectively [13]. 
Monil and Rahman (2016) proposed an adaptive model 
on the basis of data. The model judges the status of the 
host for overloaded and underloaded conditions and 
then migration is done accordingly [14]. Murtazaev and 
Oh (2011) proposed an algorithm which was capable for 
migrating VMs from least loaded nodes to most loaded 
nodes [8]. Mazrekaj et al., (2017) a model was proposed 
which was capable of performing migration at runtime. It 
was based on distributed resource allocation for multi 
agents. Authors used the utilization function basing on 
the CPU utilization of the host for live migration [15]. 
Energy consumption is a great concern for researchers. 
Bui et al., (2017) provides an optimized model to reduce 
the energy usage. This model was able to provide 
acceptable quality of service [16]. Nagamani et al., 
(2019) suggested a model, which optimized the usage 
of both virtual and physical machines. This model was 
able to produce decent results on minimal energy [17]. 
Prasad  et al., (2019) proposed an optimized model for 
resource allocation. They also compared their results 
with basic optimization techniques like GA. However, 
there is still a room for improvement. Our study used ant 
lion optimization, which was able to produce better 
results than other optimizations. We also used task 
completion time as an important variable for fitness 
value. This not only helped in fastening this model but 
also managed energy utilization in a better way. As the 
stress is increasing on cloud computing, it is very much 
essential to bring up a new model, which not only fast 
but also helps in reducing the power consumptions. 
Proposed optimized model shows better results as 
compared to the state-of-art techniques used in this field 
[18]. 

III. TYPES OF RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
ARCHITECTURES 

This section is divided into two parts, centralized and 
distributed resource allocation. These both are 
explained as follows: 

A. Centralized Allocation Approach 
In centralized allocation approach, Global Agent (GA) 
allocate jobs to Host Agents (HA). Host agents checks 
its database which consists of running processes in live 
state or historical data to conclude its saturation level. 
Fixed threshold value is used to categorize it in two 
states which are overloaded and underloaded. If host is 
overloaded, then it passes the status to global agent so 
that it will not receive any further job to process until the 
status is overloaded. Host is considered to be 
overloaded if historical three statuses are above the 

upper threshold values. Figure 1(a) shows a centralized 
allocation approach.  Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) 
allocates VMs to the host using algorithm given by [14]  
which is based on Best First Decreasing (BFD). 

B. Distributed Allocation Approach  
Distributed allocation approach can handle large 
number of processes on cloud. This approach gives the 
authority to every HA to communicate with another host 
agent directly and migrates the job if necessary without 
having permission from GA. Distributed allocation will 
have N number of HA interlinked with GA.  
To handle large number of processes, this network 
needs optimization of tasks depending upon there 
priority and resource demands. Each HA has upper and 
lower threshold values to predict overloaded and 
underloaded conditions of its host. Live migration of host 
is possible in this approach. Figure 1(b) shows system 
architecture of distributed allocation approach. The 
proposed study uses Ant lion optimization to allocate 
jobs to HAs. 

  
Fig. 1 (a) shows a centralized allocation approach 

 

Fig. 1 (b) shows system architecture of distributed 
allocation approach. 
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IV. OPTIMIZED DISTRIBUTED ALLOCATION 
APPROACH (OPT-DA) USING ANT LION 
OPTIMIZATION 

Optimization of resource allocation for processes will be 
divided in two sections, optimization structure of the 
system and fitness function for optimization network. 

A. Optimization Structure 
To maximize the utilization of resources considering all 
constraints, we propose a novel architecture, which 
uses Ant lion optimization [19] for task scheduling on 
Host Agents (HA). Every process has to pass from GA 
and it prepares a list for time frame (T) which includes 
processors required, memory requirement, estimated 
run time and expiry time of the jobs. Number of jobs are 
directly proportional to T. It’s a good practice to not take 
a large value of T to reduce the complexity of the 
system.  
Global agent has the information of tasks, following are 
some annotations used to understand the process. � ∈  {��, �� … . . �
} 
Where  ��  and �
  denotes start and end time of time 
frame T.  � ∈  {��, ��, � , �� … . . �
} � denotes the number of jobs such that its run time limits 
are �� ≤  � ≤ �
 �� ∈  {��� , ��,���, … . . ��
} 
Requested processors by job � are taken as �� � ∈  {�� , �, �
 … . . �
} 
Requested memory by job � are taken as � 
 
Proposed model uses Ant lion optimization to run on GA 
to decide which host agent will get which task and also 
the task scheduling list. It takes some time to make a list 
which is known as scheduler list (SL) and passes to 
every host to start the process. Fig. 2(a-d) shows 
optimized SL for four hosts.  

 

(a) Optimized Task for Host 1. 

 

(b) Optimized Task for Host 2. 

 

(c) Optimized Task for Host 3. 

 

(d) Optimized Task for Host 4. 

Fig. 2 (a-d) shows optimized SL for four hosts. 

Pseudocode of optimizer is given below: 
Algorithm for Global Agent 
1. For i =1 to i = len_T 
2. Pi= Ti ≤ P ≤ Ti+1 
3. For i  =1 to i = host 
4. Initialize optimization parameters No. of  
5. Ants Lions, No. of Ants, Max. iterations  
6. Calculate fitness values of Ant Lions 
7. Determine best fitness value for iteration=1 
8. While !(termination condition) 
9. for k= No. of Antlions 
10. Selecting Ant lion using Roulette wheel 
11. Updating of its lower and upper bound 
12. Update Ant lion 
13. end for  
14. for  k = No. of Ant lions. Fit(Antk) 
15. Calculate fitness value of and Ant lion 
16. If fit (Antk) < fit (Ant*k) 
17. Replace k

th
 ant lion with updated ant 

18. end if 
19. end for  
20. Determine best fitness value 
21. end while 
22. Save job scheduler for i

th
 host 

23. End for  �� =  ���� {pending jobs for %&'  host}� 

�*+, = -�*+, = �{��.} %/            �*+, <  �{��.}                     else        do nothing 2 
B. Fitness Function 
Fitness function plays an important role in any 
optimization method, better the relation between fitness 
variables and problem, better will be the output 
achieved. In this study, we assume that GA has the data 
of jobs which involves number of processors required, 
amount of memory needed and expected run time. 
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Below are the equations of fitness function based on 
these known variables. 
 

/%3_5�6 = 7∑ 9:�;*+, < :�= < �>.?@ABCD?@� �*+, E 

Where m is random number of jobs such that 0 ≤ m ≤ 
10. Maximum 10 jobs are allowed to process in parallel 
for one host. T{PHI} denotes runtime for j

th
 job. CPULMN is 

the upper threshold value of CPU for a host agent. 

V. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Evaluation Parameters 
Proposed study uses three performance evaluation 
parameters, which are discussed below. 
—CPU usage: CPU usage [15] also known as CPU 
load, this is defined as the total CPU usage of a HA 
when processing the jobs. This study involves two 
threshold levels, upper and lower. 
CPU usage below the lower threshold level ( O� ) is 
considered to be underloaded and CPU usage above 
the upper threshold ( ;� ) will be considered as an 
overloaded situation. Accounting that each host should 
have CPU usage, which is LT ≤ cpu usage ≤ UT. 
— Memory consumption (MC): Another parameter is 
memory consumption [20]  by the jobs on a HOST. MC 
can also be taken as the constraints to limit over usage 
of the server. If a host is in the condition of upper limits 
of MC, then GA should not allocate more jobs to that 
host to avoid negative effects on system’s performance. 
—Run Time (RT): This is the most important parameter 
for resource allocation for any network. Every network 
architecture tends to process the jobs within their expiry 
time limit to save job from failure and prevent it from live 
migration to reduce extra energy consumption. Lesser 
the RT [18] value of the host, better is the scheduler 
algorithm. 

B. Results 
This section covers the experimental results of 
proposed model OPT-DA compared with centralized 
allocation approach (CA), distributed allocation 
approach (DA) and utility distributed approach (UDA) 
[15].  
Centralized allocation approach (CA): In this approach a 
communication is performed between GA and HAs as 
shown in the figure 1(a). HA checks the overloaded and 
underloaded conditions from history. If last three history 
is overloaded and underloaded then it is considered as 
overloaded and underloaded respectively. This status 
report is then sent to GA. When VM is considered as 
overloaded then GA stops taking further jobs for HA and 
if VM is underloaded then GA performs live migration of 
job. 
Distributed allocation approach (DA): In this approach 
HAs are capable to contact other HAs directly without 
any involvement of GA as shown in figure 1(b). When 
host finds HA to be overloaded then HA holds all the 
upcoming jobs for the VMs. When host finds out HA to 
be underloaded then HA performs live migration with 
other HA on the basis of availability of resources. This 
approach is considered to be faster than centralized 
allocation approach. 
Utility distributed approach (UDA):UDA is considered to 
be more stable and faster than above given 
approaches. In this approach live migration is based 
upon the utility factor of last four history. The trend of 
utility factor allows VM to make decision of performing 
live migration or not.  
Dataset HPC2N [21] is used to evaluate the results. We 
have taken first 500 jobs to run with above-mentioned 
approaches and compared its parameters. Attributes 
like processors required, memory required and start 
stop times have been used from the dataset. 

 
Table 1: Comparison of OPT-DA with other techniques. 

Ant lion optimization uses 1000 iterations with 20 Ant 
lions as input parameter to optimize task scheduling 
over the HA. Four hosts are taken into account with 10 
VM for every host for this study. Figure 2(a-d) shows 
OPT-DA jobs scheduled over four host along with their 
job ids. Y axis shows the time frames for jobs running in 
parallel, though every time frame is different but to show 
as a heat map, we used annotation ��,�……,�
  X axis 

represents VM running for different jobs. Fig. 3 (a-b) 
shows results of OPT-DA for HPC2N dataset. As 
mentioned above, proposed scheme gets compared 
with state of art as discussed in Table 1. Four random 
sub datasets are taken from HPC2N to evaluate system 
performance having 500 jobs each, these are 
represented with DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4. 

 

(a) CPU usage vs simulation time for DS-1 dataset. 

Sub 
Datasets 

CA DA UDA OPT-DA 

Avg. 
CPU 
(%) 

Avg. 
MC 

(10^6) 

Total 
(RT) 
Hrs 

Total 
Migration 

Avg. 
CPU 
(%) 

Avg. 
MC 

Total 
(RT) 
Hrs 

Total 
Migration 

Avg. 
CPU 
(%) 

Avg. 
MC 

Total 
(RT) 
Hrs 

Total 
Migration 

Avg. 
CPU 
(%) 

Avg. 
MC 

Total 
(RT) 
Hrs 

Total 
Migration 

DS-1 19.58 1.69 427.82 0 32.43 2.01 232.99 04.0 36.78 2.11 200.29 12.00 54.66 2.35 133.66 04.00 

DS-2 23.61 1.65 442.13 0 33.10 2.05 377.71 10.0 39.14 2.30 268.89 09.00 48.78 2.31 251.00 08.00 

DS-3 19.65 1.77 442.58 0 26.10 2.24 275.93 18.0 32.80 2.34 214.77 10.00 42.66 2.22 245.44 09.00 

DS-4 16.15 2.18 179.29 0 21.21 2.61 141.13 30.0 27.40 2.72 126.22 18.00 29.28 2.64 92.62 24.00 

Average 19.74 1.82 372.95 0 28.21 2.22 256.94 15.5 34.03 2.36 203.03 12.25 43.84 2.38 18.68 11.25 
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(b) Memory usage vs simulation time for DS-1 dataset 

Fig. 3. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In the paper, bio-inspired ant lion optimization is used, 
this approach is used for resource allocation in cloud 
computing. Evaluation results show that the migration of 
hosts due to overloading did improve by 11.30% for 
OPT-DA over UDA approach, whereas run time for jobs 
for the taken dataset was lowered by 23hrs over the 
cloud, which enhances the power consumption of the 
server directly. Moreover, two implications have been 
made after evaluating the results, firstly, it was observed 
that CPU usage is increased in OPT-DA with same 
memory consumptions, which showed better load 
balancing over the server and secondly, decrease in 
optimization time for job scheduling. Study concludes 
that using OPT-DA before allocating jobs to host agent 
(HA) improves overall performance over traditional 
approaches like UDA, DA and CA, which uses only 
threshold values. 

VII.  FUTURE SCOPE 

This work includes parallel optimization for HA jobs that 
can be taken as a base study for future work to reduce 
the optimization task over GA. Hybrid optimization 
techniques can be used as a future work to further 
optimization of parameters. Another possibility is to work 
on migration optimization of jobs, as we have used 
threshold value to migrate live host in OPT-DA. 
However, cloud computing is a field which is not yet 
completely explored. There are various other 
perspectives in this field, which require further 
evaluation. This unravelling is likely to pose challenges 
as well. One of the major challenges that we can 
already anticipate is dealing with “big data”. 
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